PYMWYMIC IMPACT REPORT 2019
Supporting the change makers of today and tomorrow
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We think it is completely normal to invest in a future world which takes care of our children, our
trees, our soil and our ecosystems. It is this simple vision of tomorrow’s economy that drives
us to take a leap into something new and invest our capital in change making entrepreneurs.
These brave individuals are building new and fairer supply chains, finding solutions to reduce
chemical waste or hugely improve the way we produce our food. And while the term impact
investing is growing its popularity (hooray!), we also know it’s still far from being mainstream.
Therefore, we aim to create new practices, together with other pioneers in the market and we
hope to set a new normal. In sharing how we work, we hope to inspire you to join us to change
your mind, change your habits and make investing with consideration for people and planet the
new norm. Do you dare take the leap with us?

Rogier Pieterse
Managing Director of Pymwymic
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ABOUT PYMWYMIC
Pymwymic, the “Put Your Money Where Your Meaning Is

We are building proof points of a new
industry, where solid financial returns
go hand in hand with positive, and
often much needed change.

Community”, was founded in 1994 when a small group of
pioneers started to invest in the triple bottom line: People,
Planet, and Profit. Back then, this was a completely new
way of thinking. Today, we are a community that consists
of over 150 individuals, families, entrepreneurs and angel

Jan van Oord, Chair Of The Board, Pymwymic

investors of different backgrounds, ages and nationalities.
We continue to raise the bar to show to the world that it is
completely normal to invest our capital while creating positive

Our impact strategy is built on three pillars, each specified

change for people and planet. Together we fund the change-

in concrete activities and KPI’s, which are governed by our

makers of today and tomorrow. We currently invest through

board:

the Pymwymic Healthy Ecosystems Impact Fund, a venture
capital fund for companies that seek to conserve and restore

• Build proof points: demonstrate proof points of impact

our ecosystems, with a specific focus on sustainable food

investing with a portfolio of companies both strongly

systems. Here’s how we make an impact.

driven by measurable impact and financial returns
• Set new norms: improve and develop standards and

It can be quite daunting to start with impact
investing. Why would I stray for the regular
path and take such a risk, you might
wonder? So did I. It is much easier to do so
with the other impact families in the
Pymwymic community.
Astrid Leyssens, Pymwymic Board Member

Our Impact Strategy
We want to demonstrate that impact investing works for

norms for impact investing
• Industry influencing: inspire the wider industry to
join our movement and change the way we invest our
capital

As pioneers, we continuously set new norms
of how impact investing works in practice
and aim to inspire other investors by sharing
how we work.
Rogier Pieterse, Managing Director Pymwymic

everybody. Our aim is to be a driving force of impact investing
until it becomes the new normal. We do so by continuously

Figure 1. Pymwymic Impact Strategy

raising the bar and building proof points of solid financial
returns and positive impact for people and planet. We bring

Proof Points

credibility to the impact investing industry and strengthen our
call for action towards conventional and institutional investors.

Industry Influencing
New Norms

Our strategy to reach this goal is based on the idea of a ripple
effect: our day-to-day work is an example to influence the
wider industry. Both our community of Pymwymic members
and the professional team serve as ambassadors and
influencers to grow the movement of impact investing.
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Moonshot Goal
To bring additional capital to grow the movement

Table 1. KPIs Overview
2019
actual

2020
forecast

2021
forecast

2022
forecast

2023
forecast

Moonshot Goal - Cross KPIs
€ cumulative capital mobilised (m)

€ 203

€ 180

€238

€ 297

€ 357

€ 29

€ 45

€ 60

€ 75

€ 90

€ 174

€ 135

€ 178

€ 222

€ 267

n.a.

60.0

65.0

70.0

75.0

1a. % financial return - based on IRR of fund portfolio

n.a.

7%

7%

7%

7%

1b. % impact growth - based on impact rating portfolio

n.a.

10%

10%

10%

10%

2a. # improved tools

-

2

2

3

4

2b. # new tools developed

4

1

1

1

1

1,650

1,855

1,909

2,455

2,523

694

694

694

694

694

2,800

1,320

1,850

1,850

2,030

direct capital catalysed (€m)
indirect capital catalysed
# net promotor score

1. Build Proof Points

2. Set New Norms

3. Industry Influencing
3a. # people sparked by members
3b. # people sparked by team
3c. # people sparked by content produced

Box 1. KPIs Description

• Direct capital - Amount of EUR of committed capital +

• Improved tools - number of existing tools, either our own or

members co-investing in portfolio companies + institutional
investors investing in sub-funds + grantors to Donor Fund +
amount of capital which is specifically catalysed in transactions
of Pymwymic portfolio companies, due to the effect of a
Pymwymic
Indirect capital - Amount of EUR which members invest
elsewhere in impact (measured in a survey) + amount of EUR
which members estimate they have been able to influence their
network to invest into impact (measured in a survey) + amount
of EUR institutional partners investing elsewhere in impact due
to the impact of Pymwymic (estimation based on personal
interactions)
NPS - score based on a survey of the question: “To what extent
would you promote impact investing to your friends, family and
colleagues?” The survey is held amongst members and close
third parties (e.g. non-member investors and partners whom
we are in contact with)
Financial return - the internal rate of return (IRR) of the
Pymwymic Healthy Ecosystems Fund, to be measured at the
end of the fund life time
Impact growth - growth of the impact rating of our investment
portfolio, measured based on the annual measurement of the
impact rating

market standards which we have improved based on our day
to day practical experience of impact investing
New tools - the number of new tools, methods and approaches
developed and implemented which support the impact growth
of portfolio companies
# people sparked by members - estimation of number
of people, based on annual member survey, based on the
following questions: "How many family members, friends
or acquaintances (i.e. your personal network) AND financial
advisors, wealth or account managers (i.e. your professional
network) have you made aware of impact investing / urged to
invest into impact, as a result of your connection to Pymwymic?"
# people sparked by team - estimation of number of people,
based on the number of times we have been guest speaker
at 3rd party events, (co-)organised own events, specified #
meetings with professional partners and one-on-one meetings
with new prospects (assuming a set # of guests per event)
# people sparked by shareable content produced estimation of number of people, based on the number of
actionable tools we share with outsiders + the number of
thought leader articles published (assumption made on the #
people reached, based on size of mailing list & social media
reach)

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
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OUR IMPACT APPROACH
As a shareholder, we are the impact guardians of a company and act to ensure that impact is embedded and ‘alive’ in our
portfolio companies. There are several ways in which we play our impact role:

Develop an impact

Measure and monitor

Ensure governance

Support impact

Minimise negative

strategy with

concrete positive

anchors for long

showcasing both

footprint throughout

management

impact indicators

term guardianship

internally and externally

the value chain

Impact due diligence
We have adjusted the ‘traditional’ due diligence process to include impact in each step of the way.
Figure 2. Impact Investment Process
1. Screening
1

2. Initial Appraisal
2

3. Preliminary DD
3

Screen for
genuine impact

I
Determine
the
impact rating

Build a Theory of
Change

We compare the
impact potential with the risk
included

In-depth analysis
to determine
a comparable
measure of
impact of a company pre-transaction

We define a
company's core
impact strategy
and establish
concrete, measurable impact
indicators
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4. Extensive DD
and Negotiation

Set targets

We set realistic
impact targets
(between 3-5 per
company) to help
focus activities
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5. Signing and
Closing
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Anchor impact
into governance

Monitor KPI's

We aim to anchor
impact into the
Company's
governance to
safeguard impact
in the long-term

We keep track of
KPI's to
continuously
steer a company
towards impact
performance

Impact Rating
In order to maximise the impact of our portfolio

they provide as well the way the organisation is run.

companies, we have developed a tailor-made impact

Enterprise impact consists of 19 categories, e.g. degree

tool: an impact rating. The impact rating serves as a core

to which company creates a systemic change, unintend-

framework for screening, selecting and managing the

ed consequences, management commitment to impact.

impact of our portfolio companies. During due diligence,
an elaborate scoring systems is applied based on 43

2. Capital impact: The impact created by providing our

individual underlying topics. We view impact across 3

of capital to a company, in comparison to the capital

dimensions:

of conventional investors. Capital impact consists of 5
categories, e.g. capital provided at lower than market

1. Enterprise impact: The impact created by an organisation’s operations through the products and services
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price or for a longer term than normally acceptable.

3. Non-monetary impact: The impact created by the value

company bring impact to life within the organisation or

a capital provider adds to the company in its role as a

improve the Theory of Change, diversify its team or board

shareholder to the organisation and other impact effects.

or invest in sharing our practices with fellow shareholders

Non-monetary impact consists of 20 categories, e.g. how

of the company. The overall portfolio rating is calculated by

strong impact has been anchored into governance, degree

a simple (non-weighted) average of each portfolio company.

to which company has been able to achieve its impact
targets, degree to which impact is ‘alive’ throughout the

The impact rating provides a tangible measure for impact

organisation.

both on a company as well as on portfolio level and is
thus contributing to improve the quality of discussion on

All topics are rated on a four-point scale, different weights

impact. As the underlying topics can be adjusted once we

apply to each topic. This leads to a scoring system ranging

learn and improve, the target impact rating is a moving

between 0 and 100. Scores fall into 23 ratings, ranging

target, continuously pushing us to reach higher standards.

from CC to AAA. Each year the portfolio companies

We measure our impact as a shareholder by measuring

are scored on their individual impact. Depending on the

the growth achieved in the impact scores of our portfolio

score, we set goals for the upcoming year to focus on

companies. We strive for an impact growth of 10%

as a shareholder of the company, for example: help the

per annum.

Figure 3. Fairphone example

Box 2. Example of an impact rating topic
Industry influencer: degree to which the company takes an
active role in showcasing their impact practices to the wider
A+

BBB
30
24
0
35

AA-

34

industry they work in:

• Company is not active in sharing practices with peers /
competitors / stakeholders

• Company open sources working practices / shares
8

8

learnings with peers and partners

• Company actively raises issues and offers solutions on
38

38

malicious industry practices / hazardous consequences

• Influencing the industry is considered a strategic priority
t=0
2017

t=1
2018

t=2
2019

of the company; it initiates / takes part in industry wide
initiatives and campaigns to raise awareness and change
the industry

Enterprise impact

Capital impact

Non-monetary impact

See Appendix for the full list of topics we address.

We would be proud if you use our methods for your own use. And we would not mind you referring to us while you
do. Questions and feedback also welcome, you can reach us at: info@pymwymic.com
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PORTFOLIO IMPACT
Our current portfolio has a rating of B+ and is based on seven impactful companies.
Figure 4. Portfolio overview (June 2020)

Portfolio

B+

Fairphone

AA-

12

38

BB

Ceradis

CCC+

Naïo

B

12

17

4
10

4
28

Connecterra CCC+

0 3

19
18

CCC

0

15

8

22

Trapview

34

8

26

InspiraFarms BB+

Rootwave

3

23

0

6

6

investments done in 2020

01

20

40
Enterprise impact

60
Capital impact

80
Non-monetary impact

Since the start of the Pymwymic Healthy Ecosystems

• While the product offering of Ceradis (April 2019) can

Impact Fund mid 2017, we have seen strong improvement

have a widespread impact on reducing the negative

in the impact performance of our portfolio. Some highlights:

footprint of food production, the company can grow its
internal culture of impact-mindedness.

• Fairphone, our first investment (Augustus 2017) has
impact is deeply rooted into their DNA, and scores the

The most recent investments show the impact rating before

highest in the portfolio (AA-). Since our investment in

the involvement of Pymwymic. Of these investments, Naïo

mid 2017 we have supported the company to focus

(November 2019) can is a clear example of a company in

their attention on a few key areas of impact, attract

which impact is a core part of company culture, being

additional capital and embedded its impact mission into

built with the actual purpose to create a revolution in

their governance documents.

their respective industries. Rootwave (January 2020)
and Connecterra (June 2020) also offer truly disruptive

• The current ratings of InspiraFarms (invested in April

technologies, however their impact can grow substantially

2018) and Trapview (invested in January 2019) reflect

once their products are scaled to reach new customer

amongst others that both companies have products

groups.

that directly contribute to more sustainable and fair
practices in agriculture (resp: improving the wellbeing
of smallholders farmers and helping farmers grow food
with less toxic chemicals), but are less an industry
influencer such as Fairphone.

Our goal is to support our portfolio companies to continue to grow their impact score.
Monique Meulemans, Investment Manager Pymwymic
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We are building proof points
of a new industry creating
much needed change
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FAIRPHONE

AA-

Fairphone’s mission is to establish a viable market for ethical consumer electronics. The company makes phones in a
way that is better for people and for the environment. Fairphone has made the world’s first ethical, modular smartphone
created with fair materials, good working conditions, long-lasting design and easy repair mechanisms. The company
plays an active role to influence its peers in the electronics industry through public engagement at events and through
the company’s forum and online platforms.

In 2019 Fairphone continued to be a showcase for the electronics industry. It was the
second year of Pymwymic’s investment and it is clear that the company is becoming
more mature and having more influence on the market. Its alliance with global lighting
company Signify, the Chinese cobalt refiner Huayou Cobalt and the social business
Impact Facility (TIF), aims to improve the conditions of cobalt production in DR Congo. In
order to further improve working conditions in its production facility in China, Fairphone
performed an extensive audit and committed to invest for improved working conditions
(see the article “Partnering up for progress with Arima” on Fariphone’s website). Fairphone actively shares its practices
with the public to serve as a showcase to the entire industry. To maximise their effectiveness, Fairphone chose to focus
the majority of their efforts going forward on fair mining and longevity as it believes it can drive most impact in these areas.

2019 IMPACT MILESTONES
Working conditions and living wage

Ethical Corporation Award

Fairphone agreed to invest to improve working

Awarded and recognised that Fairphone promotes innovative

conditions and implemented a living wage program

partnerships that are transforming the industry operations to-

at Arima in Suzhou, China

wards higher levels of environmental and/or social responsibility

Fair Cobalt Alliance

Fairphone 3 launch

To address Cobalt mining problems in DR Congo

Technological upgrade increasing modularity

and promote responsible sourcing practices

and thus lifespan of its phones

As a founder member of Fair Cobalt Alliance, we hope we can contribute
as an active actor and attract more actors to join us to solve the
problems on responsible sourcing in the ASM cobalt sector.
Hongliang Chen, Huayou Cobalt’s President

Establish market
demand for
ethical phones

Long lasting
design and
circular thinking

Re-use
and
recycling

Fair
materials
sourcing

Good working Motivate industry
conditions for
to act more
vulnerable people
responsibly

SDG
target

Impact
objectives

2019 PERFORMANCE ON IMPACT TARGETS

5%

33%

7,837

13

2019
KPIs

55%

Phones
in use

Phones
recovered

Sustainably
sourced materials

People
benefitting

Industry
points

Targets
met

54k

Phones
sold
119%

85%

71%

84%

104%

108%

10

Creating transparancy to
invite the debate about
what is truly fair in our
production systems
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INSPIRAFARMS

BB+

InspiraFarms’ mission is to improve market access of rural agricultural communities. Their cold storage facilities are
critical to decrease food waste and enable smallholder farmers to deliver more and higher quality products. The effect
is that these farmers are able to earn more money for their families and the local communities they live in. With its solar
solution, the company has also helped numerous farmers overcome the challenges of unreliable electricity supply and
dependence on polluting diesel generators.

In 2019 InspiraFarms focused on expanding its presence and impact in various parts of

Region

the world, having units deployed in over 10 geographies. Aiming to be more accessible
for smallholder farmers, the company adjusted its product offering to better address the
needs of their core local (especially African) clients: more affordable and straightforward
cooling facilities. With the help of InspiraFarms units, multiple clients were able to
obtain an international food safety standard, which is required for exporting fruits and
fresh produce. In addition, thanks to the use of InspiraFarms units, local jobs can be
secured, often to the benefit of women farmers supporting their families in rural areas.

2019 IMPACT MILESTONES
Product development

Food Safety

Gender equality

Current product offering better

several InspiraFarms’ clients in East

50% of management is composed

addresses the needs of smallholder

Africa obtained an internationally

by female employees

farmers farmers: a reliable and

recognised food safety certificate

affordable product

InspiraFarms technology has been a game changer for us. Our fruit was negatively impacted with a
short shelf life, making us face important losses. Now our fruit is able to transit for more than 4 weeks,
keeping the quality and freshness
Glen Roelofsz, Ariston Holdings, Agroexporter from Zimbabwe

Reduce
post-harvest
food loss

Access to
higher value
markets

Direct
economic
empowerment

10%

1,280

Indirectly
improve
lives

Reduce
post-harvest
carbon footprint

Targets
met

2019
KPIs

SDG
target

Impact
objectives

2019 PERFORMANCE ON IMPACT TARGETS

12

18k

Tons
saved

158%

Increase of
income

100%

Jobs
created

367%

6.4k

Improved
livelihoods

158%

174k

Tons CO2
mitigated per unit

71%

Providing jobs to the
rural population in
developing countries
through access to
higher value markets
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TRAPVIEW

BB

Trapview’s mission is to decrease the use of toxic chemicals in food production by offering data-driven solutions to
farmers. The company develops and sells an artificial intelligence system to detect insects and their growth phase in
the fields. Currently, a staggering 95% of constantly sprayed insecticides and herbicides reach a destination other than
the actual insects and weeds they are targeting. With the information provided by Trapview solution, farmers know the
best time to spray, significantly reducing the amount of pesticides that is currently reaching our soils, food and farmers.

2019 was the first year in which Pymwymic was actively involved with the Slovenian based
R&D company. Trapview’s positive impact is created by the machine learning technique,
which allows farmers to spray less, thereby increasing the quality of their produce and
reducing the negative effects on their soils. As Trapview managed to more than double
(109% or 2250 traps in 2019) its network of monitoring points in the field, the company was
able to monitor 1,5 million tons of food produced. Trapview is step by step contributing to
the transition towards growing food more sustainably and decreasing the carbon footprint
of farmers. The company also managed to grow the number of type of pests it can monitor (from 26 to 30). 2020 is the first
year in which the company will have its impact strategy and Theory of Change reviewed by an external auditor.

2019 IMPACT MILESTONES
Saving travels

Predictive intelligence

Top AgTech company 2019

65,000km of farmers’ driving to their

for the first 6 insect species to de-

Nominated by Valuer.ai as the best agri

fields to collect pest information

crease the use of harmful chemicals

tech startup in Slovenia in 2019

avoided. This could also be translated

on the soil

to 9,75 metric tons of CO2 emission
prevented

Trapview pest monitoring and predictive analytics enable us to proactively organize crop protection
operations, which resulted in significant savings per hectare in 2019
Antonello Ciufalo, Princes Industrie Alimentari Srl, Raw material operations manager

Impact
objectives

2019 PERFORMANCE ON IMPACT TARGETS
Improve
awareness about
sustainable food
production

Decrease pesticide
use in more crops

Targets
met

2019
KPIs

SDG
target

Reduce
crop damage

14

€7.06m

increase in farmer
profitability

100%

15.7m

people eating food
with less pesticides

100%

42

8

6

organisms
monitored

new organisms with
AI predictive service

industry influencing
activities

140%

100%

150%

Protecting our crops while
limiting the amount of
pesticides used
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CERADIS

CCC+

Ceradis’ mission is to minimise the negative impact of agriculture on the environment by producing a sustainable crop
protection solution for farmers. Their solution aims to create a significant reduction of the use of chemicals in agriculture.
Ceradis sells a patented technology that boosts the efficacy of existing chemicals and biofungicides (to prevent molding)
based on natural products. The more we use its’ products, the greater the reduction of chemicals on our farmland and
soils, residues on our crops and chemical intake by consumers.

In 2019, Ceradis continued to expand their reach of decreasing the chemical load
of agriculture. To grow its reach, Ceradis needs to obtain registrations of its products.
Ceradis’ first focus is on the largest markets in terms of crop type and geography, currently
addressing mostly grapes and soybeans in Europe and North America. After 3 years
of trials, Ceradis’ Ceramax solution has proven to be able to compete against the best
commercial chemical alternatives in the market. In addition, Ceradis also progressed on
the registration and development of other innovative products. Being able to address a
diverse range of crops is key to move a more sustainable food production system, to which
Ceradis aims to contribute.

2019 IMPACT MILESTONES
Registration CeraSulfur

Registration CeraMax

Partnership with Adama

Ceradis obtained registration of the

Ceradis obtained registration of the

To decrease dose rates of active ingre-

bio-sulfur fungicide CeraSulfur for

bio fungicide CeraMax for soy seed in

dients and integrate Ceradis’ technolo-

grapes in France

the USA

gy in Adama’s products

Ceraquint helps us to protect the crops against diseases as well as
improve its’ nutrition. The potatoes look healthier, bigger, they have a better
colour compared to when I use other products
Municipio de Samaca, Colombia - Don Luis, potatoes farmer

Decrease use in non-natural active ingredients in fungicides

Decrease use in natural active
ingredients in fungicides

Grow Ceradis' addressable market in crop protection

SDG
target

Impact
objectives

2019 PERFORMANCE ON IMPACT TARGETS

1

2019
KPIs

71k

Reduction of same naturally
occurring active ingredients versus
a reference product (Kg)

R&D and registrations of
products in new geographies

Targets
met

370k

Reduction of non-naturally
occurring active ingredients in
fungicide (Kg

108%

213%

-*

* No targets were set for 2019, but Ceradis obtained formal registration of CeraMax in the US for seed treatment application on soybean.
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Adopting greener
alternatives to traditional
agrochemicals to protect
the biodiversity of our planet
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B

NAÏO-TECHNOLOGIES

Naïo’s mission is to realise sustainable agricultural practices by supporting healthy food for everyone. Naïo’s sells
autonomous agricultural field robots which are built to respect both nature and man. Their robots provide a solution
to reduce farmers’ strenuous working conditions and limit the use of chemical weed-killers by offering a mechanical
weeding solution. With its light structure, Naïo’s robots have a far less damaging impact on our soils (heavy tractors
create soil compaction); they literally leave a lighter footprint on our land.
Late 2019 Naïo’s became a portfolio company of Pymwymic. With sustainability being a
‘hot topic’ already within the organisation, the company had performed a CSR-diagnosis
with external consultant Greenflex. Together with Pymwymic, Naïo developed its impact
strategy emphasizing the urge to keep pushing the boundaries of sustainable food
production and the use of their solutions in the day-to-day work of farmers. Due to the
involvement with Pymwymic, Naïo also decided to become a B-Corp.

2019 IMPACT MILESTONES
80% of employees

B-Corp certification

actively support Naïo's Green team, which is

started to push the company to next level of

leading several initiatives on sustainability

sustainability throughout its value chain

Project ‘Life Cycle Assessment’

#5 of FoodTech500

has been launched to reduce the footprint of Naïo robots

an annual award by Forward Fooding, revolutionalising the way

such at batterie & electric components

we produce our food for consumers and the planet

I knew that Oz would bring me one step closer to organic farming: Naïo’s robot
Oz offers a solution to reduces the use of chemical weed killers while
simultaneously protecting my farm’s profitability.
Franck Echard, Farmer

Create a wide
range of tools
which help
farmers farm
more sustainably

Maximise the
ease of use of
tools for farmers

Ensure a minimal
ecological
footprint of the
pro-ducts produced

Reduce the
use of chemical
weeding

Improve the
Inspire peers and
safety of farming partners to adopt
practices for
more sustainable
workers on
practices
the field

SDG
target

Impact
objectives

IMPACT TARGETS

Targets

8

tasks
performed

59

crop types treated

0.40

Reliability and
maintainability score
(max:1)

30

Ecological Design
Score
(max:100)

1,000

Ha farmed

5

Total # of reported
hazardous situa10%
tions
of Ha farmed on
(optimal:0)
average per customer

* Consisting of guest speaker events, FIRA event, articles in press, academic papers, collaboration with universities, etc.
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1.15

Influence
Impact Score*

Helping farmers
produce more food
without compacting the
soil with heavy tractors
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UPCOMING 2020
While this impact report is focussed on 2019, we cannot wait to share what is coming up in 2020. Here’s to give you a sneak
preview of the impact we will be creating in 2020:

Rootwave

Connecterra

Rootwave was born to create a weeding organic technology

Connecterra is set out to help farmers transition to a more

that reduces carbon emissions and water consumption.

sustainable and healthy dairy farm. Its solutions are built to

Its pioneer technology uses electricity to kill weeds, boiling

make farming more efficient, support food safety, reduce

weeds inside out from the root upwards. This sustainable

greenhouse gas emissions and facilitate regenerative

and scalable organic alternative to chemical herbicides

agriculture. Their AI technology collects data to provide

improves biodiversity and living environment. The main

insights about diseases, fertility and milk production. They

impact focus of Rootwave is eventually completely

have demonstrated elimination of hormones and up to

eradicate the use of harmful chemicals in weeding.

50% reduction of antibiotic usage.
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APPENDIX
Enterprise Impact

Non-monetary Impact: impact enabling

• Reaching underserved people: Degree to which the company tar-

• Impact mission: Degree to which the company’s mission is solid

gets underserved people (customers, employers or other stakeholders)

• Systemic change: Extent to which the company offers a one-off
solution or rather addresses a systemic change in the industry

• Impact of product or service: Impact created by the products
and services provided by the company

• Internal procedures: Impact created through the way the
organisation is run through its entire value chain

• Engaging organisation: Degree to which the company is actively
creating an engaging workplace for its employees

• Scale of people reached: How far the reach of the impact of the
company is on its target audience

• Industry influencer: Degree to which the company takes an
active role in showcasing their impact practices to the wider
industry they work in

• Social and/or environmental programmes: Degree to
which the company is active with social and/or environmental
programmes in its industry

• Enterprise Additionality: Degree to which the solution offered
by this company is unique in solving this impact challenge

• Non for profit activities: Degree to which company makes
conscious choices on how and where to use income

• Diversity: Degree to which the company has a diverse
management team

• Unintended consequences: Degree to which the company's
products, solutions or operation may trigger adverse effects

• Born out of impact: Degree to which the organisation was
consciously built with the intent to make a change

• Management commitment to impact: Degree to which
management is an active guardian of the impact mission

• Shareholders commitment to impact: Degree to which other
shareholders actively support the impact mission

• B-Corp: Degree to which the company is striving to make an impact by being a business-as-a-force for good

• Purpose driven brand: Degree to which the company has a
brand which is known to be an agent of change

• Commercial alignment: Degree of alignment between
commercial activities and impact performance

• Industry trends: Degree to which industry dynamics are in favour
of the positive change this company is trying to achieve

and alive throughout the organisation

• Impact strategy / ToC: Degree to which there is concrete action
plan behind realising the impact mission

• Impact KPI’S: Degree to which SMART impact targets have
been developed to steer operations towards more impact

• Board representation: Degree to which there is a board member
specifically dedicated to impact realisation

• Mission guardians: How the impact mission is safeguarded in
the long run by its governing bodies

• Governance anchors: Degree how much of the impact embedding
anchors has been anchored into various formal documentation

• Impact achievements: Degree to which a company is able to
realise its impact targets

• Impact reporting: Degree to which company is able to report on
impact achievements

• Independent validation: Have impact strategy and performance
undergone independent external validation

• Continuous improvement: Degree to which company is actively
pushing to improve their impact strategy

• Team & culture: Degree to which impact is ‘alive’ throughout the
organisation

• Operational steering: Degree to which impact targets actively
steer a company’s operations

• Impact branding: Degree to which the company is able to use /
translate its impact mission in company branding

• Sparking the shareholders: Degree to which co-investors are
eager to copy impact approach and methods

• Diversity Board: Degree to which the company has realised a
diverse environment in board

• Diversity in practice: Degree to which there is attention to
diversity in HR and board practices

• Sourcing: Degree to which company is able to improve
market practices around sourcing of its raw materials (pollution,
environmental damage, health risks or human rights violations)

• Production: Degree to which production in the value chain
secures fair labour, good working conditions and is not harmful to
the environment (overly extractive, energy, etc.)

• Transportation: Degree to which the company actively minimises
the impact of transportation of its business

• Product life cycle: Degree to which the company is making
Capital Impact

durable products & services and takes responsibility for entire

•
•
•
•
•

Capital provided at lower than market price

product life cycle including re-use, recycling, spare parts, disposal

Guarantee provided to increase access to other sources of capital

& dismantling

Sub-ordinated position accepted to increase available capital
Capital provided for longer terms than normally accepted
Flexibility offered in the terms when the impact profile of a company
has improved
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Actions speak louder than words. Put your money where your meaning is and
become co-owner and member of the Pymwymic Impact Investing Cooperative.
Contact us at: members@pymwymic.com

